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Abstract. The author proposes that the EPR experiment is the key to ﬁnd-
ing the non-relativistic tachyonic particle. The theory proposed here is that
1) EPR supraluminal photon-to-photon communication transfer of informa-
tion, 2) ultra light speed non-paired photon particles, and 3) the varying con-
stants of light speed at diﬀerent points in space, are all due to scalar potentials.
It has been theorized that in quantum physics two particles can interact non-
locally because such particles are treated as an indivisible whole. The author
theorizes that simple waves can co-exist, in which such waves exhibit a property
where total disturbance at any point varies from point-to-point, yet is totally
independent of time. However, these simple waves can exist everywhere at ev-
erytime. Indeed, the unadulterated Maxwellian scalar potential of a system of
forces can be resolved into trains of simple plane waves in any given direction
whatsoever, with each simple wave propagating at a constant velocity that can
indeed be supraluminal. The wave disturbance at any given point, which can
propagate at a constant velocity far greater than the original accepted speed
of light constant (c), can be analysed and resolved by spectrum analysis into
an inﬁnite number of constituent ﬁelds, where each of the constituent ﬁelds
is of an undulatory character, and where such periodic wave disturbance is
independent of time, but is dependent solely on the coordinates (x, y, z) of the
point. The simple periodic wave disturbance that are undulatory (variational
vector) is a gravitational force in each constituent ﬁeld that is perpendicular
to the wave front, with a velocity that is ﬁnite, but extremely supralumi-
nal, and each vorticular phenomena is exactly similar to the undulating or
rolling character described for the electromagnetic theory of light propagation
itself. Hence, informational velocity can indeed be supraluminal many times
over in any given direction (x, y, z), thereby violating Einsteinian causality to
the greatest degree. The signiﬁcance of the scalar potential is that a particle
such as the photon or electron can indeed be aﬀected by such electromagnetic
scalar potentials, even where all inﬂuencing ﬁelds vanish in a multiply con-
nected region of space, thereby violating all known relativistic theories of local
ﬁeld interaction. The scalar potential can aﬀect both interference pattern and
momentum as well. Thus, in quantum physics, the scalar potentials are the
fundamental physical entities (“real”) that are eﬀective, while the ﬁelds are
mathematically derived via diﬀerentiation. Such particle eﬀects by potentials,
even in the absence of all forces or ﬁelds acting upon such particles, constitute
compelling evidence of genuine nonlocal eﬀects or rather action-at-a-distance,
whereby particle information is transmitted across both time and space via
the aforesaid scalar potentials, at supraluminal velocities. The supraluminal
speed of the photon passes right through all matter, thereby making informa-
tion transmission possible as evidenced by Lijun Wang’s non-paired photon
experiments where a photon particle passed right through a mirror and was
still clocked at 300 times the speed of light. The existence of these scalar
potentials and their eﬀects on particles (ie. photons, electrons) may very well
explain the anomalous phenomena behind the EPR paired photon correlation
experiments, the ULS single photon experiments, and the varying constants of
light speed at diﬀerent points in space.
1. Introduction
The photon particle constitutes the best known evidence for the existence of the
tachyon. The photon exhibits zero mass and test results involving photons pro-
vides the greatest violation of Bell’s Inequalities by more than thirteen standard
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deviations which agrees perfectly with the quantum mechanical predictions. The
nonlocality nature of the now famous EPR experiment denoted that quantum me-
chanical correlations were being pushed far above the speed of light constant (c)
across both time and space as originally known and understood, thereby giving
rise to the notion of action-at-a-distance. The photon’s peculiar non-linear qual-
ities explained the supraluminal speed in which information was shared between
two synchronous photon particles. The real signal transmission can be construed
as an information transmission, for the signal does not have a well-deﬁned front.
Indeed, a wave-front is only mathematically deﬁned because it implies a spectrum
of inﬁnite frequency. And for this reason, the real signal does not require a front,
thereby constituting an information transmission. Moreover, the author’s original
1990 theory that the photon was a tachyonic particle was vindicated and proven
correct in June of 2000 when Lijun Wang at the NEC Research Institute showed by
experiment that a particle, as opposed to a wave, travelled at 300 times the speed
of light, even through a mirror, thereby physically violating Einsteinian causality
to the greatest degree. From a theoretical vantage point, for such tachyonic parti-
cles to exist, a non-linear model of quantum physics is required. For a subatomic
particle to exhibit tachyonic ultra light speed (ULS) properties, it must be a right
particle and violate Einsteinian relativity as well as Lorentz Invariance. When cer-
tain non-linear mathematical conditions are satisﬁed, it would give rise to particles
travelling at tachyonic supraluminal speeds, where known concepts of time and
space collapses.
The continuous ﬁeld concept of Einstein’s general relativity is jeopardized by the
“real” particle correlations exhibited in non-linear quantum mechanics. The non-
local “spooky” eﬀect exhibited by photon correlations between modes of a single
continuum stands outside the realm of Einstein’s theory regarding continuous, non-
singular ﬁelds. Indeed, the overlooked Aharanov-Bohm Eﬀect constituted concrete
experimental evidence that Einstein’s theory of local ﬁeld interaction is violated,
especially since it was experimentally shown that particles are aﬀected even in the
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complete absence of any ﬁelds, and that such experimental phenomena are not only
limited to photons, but to electrons as well. Moreover, relativity theory is further
jeopardized by the existence in nature of cosmological anisotropy, whereby accord-
ing to the aforesaid anisotropy, space is non-uniform and the presently accepted
speed of light varies in diﬀerent parts of the universe.
Although it appears that the boundaries of space has no deﬁnite direction as
suggested by Einstein’s theory of relativity, there is clear radioastronomical evidence
that there exists an axis or cosmological anisotropy on a vast scale in space. An
analysis of radio waves from 160 galaxies was made by Nodland et al. It was found
that a systematic rotation of the plane of polarization of electromagnetic radiation
propagated over vast cosmological distances (one rotation every one billion miles
the EMW propagated). The eﬀects are in addition to and extracted independently
from the Faraday rotation (Faraday Eﬀect), and found to be correlated with the
angular positions and distances to the sources. Monte Carlo analysis by Nodland
et al., yielded probabilistic P values of order 10−3 for this to occur as a ﬂuctuation.
A ﬁt yielded a birefrigence scale of order 1025 h0h m, whereby for data with z ≥ 0.3,
Λs = (1.1 + 0.08)1025 h0h for a s direction of (decl. R.A.)
∗
S = (0 + 20
◦, 21 + 2 h);
and for the full data set of all 160 data points, ΛS = (0.89 + 0.12)1025 h0h m for
(decl. R.A.) = (−10◦ + 20◦, 20 + 2 h). Dependence on the redshift z, whereby
the correlation was seen for z ≥ 0.3, but not z < 0.3, ruled out a local eﬀect.
Barring hidden systematic bias in the data, the correlation indicates either a new
cosmological eﬀect or contemplates new physics.














Equation (1) constitutes the unique derivative expansion (units are  = c = 1)
for terms in the eﬀective action Seﬀ, whereby the higher derivative terms which
would contribute to short-distance eﬀects are suppressed. The dispersion relation
for this theory at lowest order in Λ−1S is k± = ω ± 12Λ−1S cos(γ), where sµ = (0, s )
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in the coordinate system where ω and k are measured. Rotation of the plane of
polarization comes from diﬀerences in propagation speed between the two modes;
the diﬀerence 12 (k+−k−) = dβ/dr is a measure of the polarization plane rotation β






r = the generic dependence of birefrigence on distance;
Λs = basic unit in which the length r is measured.
The cosmological anisotropy is not a physical entity, but it does deﬁne a direction
in space that determines how light travels through space. As a reference point or
imaginary coordinate, using the point of view of an observer on earth, the anisotropy
runs unidirectionally toward Sextans (an equatorial constellation between Hydra
and Leo), while the other runs unidirectionally in the opposite direction toward
Aquila (a northern constellation south of Cygnus, containing the bright star Altair).
Using the earth as a coordinate reference point and incorporate the cosmological
anisotropy would realize a prototypical coordinate map.
Nevertheless, the existence of a cosmological anistropy disproves several aspects
of Einstein’s relativity theory, especially regarding both the uniformity of space
and the speed of light constant, which according to the aforesaid anistropy, space is
non-uniform and the known speed of light constant (c) VARIES in diﬀerent parts of
the universe. A new nonlocal theory is necessary to remedy the problematic anoma-
lous errors inherent in Einstein’s theory of relativity. It has become increasingly
clear that Einstein’s relativity theory is incomplete and must now be relegated to
a limiting case, as Newton’s laws were after the advent of relativity. According to
Einstein’s theory of relativity, gravitational waves, like electromagnetic waves, can-
not be supraluminal or hyperphotic. Nonlocal eﬀects of cosmological anistropy that
occur in nature undeniably proves that Einstein’s theory of relativity is in error and
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incomplete. Given the relatively recent ﬁndings of a cosmological anistropy (non-
local eﬀect), where electromagnetic waves were found to propagate rotationally in
space over vast distances, which by the way seriously jeopardizes Einstein’s theory
of relativity, it can be said and proposed in this particular paper that gravitational
waves are also able to vortice through space as well, and at many times the speed
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where f and g are arbitrary functions of the three arguments




and V1 and V2 are not only any solutions for a partial diﬀerential equation, but are
also the respective sum(s) of an inﬁnite number of terms of the type(s)
(6)








where one of these terms which corresponds to every direction in space is given by
the direction cosines
(7) sinu cos v, sinu sin v, cosu.
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Each of the constituent solutions, from which V1 and V2 are the respective sum(s)
of constituent solutions, are of the type(s)
(8)








where F and G are functions that varies from one direction (u, v) to another. If
one of the constituent solutions F or G is ﬁnite and continuous for the quantitative
range of values
(9) x sinu cos v + y sinu sin v + z cosu+
t
k
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k
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where a & b are terminals of the range of values
(11) x sinu cos v + y sinu sin v + z cosu+
t
k
Given the fact that the deﬁnite integral is a limit of the sum, and where both
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)},
where each term of this type represents a simple uniform plane wave that is multi-
plied by some factor depending on λ. Direction of propagation for a simple plane
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where the new axis of x is the line whose direction cosines are
(15) sinu cos v, sinu sin v, cosu.
Thus, it can now be realized that the general ﬁnite solutions of the partial diﬀer-













where k is a constant.
The photon seems to exhibit supraluminal qualities that violates Einstein’s the-
ory of relativity. Although the recent single photon experiments by Lijun Wang
utilizing a caesium (CS) gas ﬁlled chamber at Japan’s National Electronic Corpo-
ration’s Research Institute located in New Jersey have recently proven my orig-
inal 1990 theory that a photon particle can indeed have a front velocity of 300
times greater than the speed of light constant (c), and therefore, can exist at two
places at once, it is equally clear that the photon’s extreme supraluminosity also
implies that photon’s can indeed emit informational waves whose velocity can in-
deed be supraluminal, thereby allowing EPR-FTL communication, and violating
Einsteinian causality.
Unlike Wang’s single photon experiments, the well-known, but grossly misunder-
stood, EPR experiment involved a pair of photons which apparently interacted syn-
chronistically via some unknown informational communication between the pairs
of photons. The EPR experiment’s apparent photon-to-photon communication is
of such fundamental importance that it requires further examination here.
Photon-to-photon communication exhibited by the EPR experiment can be ex-
plained in several ways. The most exciting way is via some form of scalar potential.
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It has been theorized that in quantum mechanics, two particles can interact non-
locally because such particles are treated as an indivisible whole. Indeed, a particle






where V is the velocity of wave propagation, the wave disturbance is at distance (r)
from the origin, at time (t), and where such waves have wavelengths that lie between
and 2xµ and
2x
µ+dµ . can be resolved into trains of simple plane waves, represented
by terms of the type(s)
(18)
F (λ, u, v)
cos
sin






{λ(x sinu cos v + y sinu sin v + z cosu+ t
k
)}.
Thus, simple waves can coexist, in which such waves exhibit a property where
the total wave disturbance at any point varies from point to point, yet is totally
independent of time. However, these simple plane waves can exist everywhere at
everytime. The unadulterated Maxwellian scalar potential (a force component) of
a system of forces can be resolved into trains of simple plane waves in any given
direction, with each simple plane wave propagating at a constant velocity that can
indeed be supraluminal. Indeed, the wave disturbance at any given point, which can
propagate at a constant velocity far greater than the speed of light constant (c), can
be analysed and resolved by spectrum analysis into an inﬁnite number of constituent
ﬁelds, where each of the constituent ﬁelds is of an undulatory character, and where
such periodic wave disturbance is independent of time , but is dependent solely
on the coordinates (x, y, z) of the point. The simple periodic wave disturbance
that are undulatory (variational vector) is a gravitational force in each constituent
ﬁeld that is perpendicular to the wave front, with a velocity that is ﬁnite, but
extremely supraluminal, and such vorticular phenomena is exactly similar to the
undulating character described for the electromagnetic theory of light propagation
itself. Thus, based upon these results, informational velocity can indeed be many
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times supraluminal in any given direction (x, y, z), thereby violating Einsteinian
causality.
(V t − r) becomes positive once the emitted waves reach point r, thereby the























Thus, this given system of simple plane waves causes the total wave disturbance
at any point. And such total simple periodic wave disturbance at any point is
everywhere proportional to the gravitational potential which is dependent on the
particle at the point, and is independent of time, having a velocity much greater
than the speed constant of light (c).
The continuous ﬁeld concept of Einstein’s general relativity is jeopardized by
the “real” particle correlations exhibited in nonlinear quantum mechanics. The
nonlocal “spooky” eﬀect exhibited by photon correlations between modes of a sin-
gle continuum stands outside the realm of Einstein’s theory regarding continuous,
nonsingular ﬁelds. Indeed, the forgotten Aharanov-Bohm Eﬀect constitutes ex-
perimental evidence that Einstein’s theory of local ﬁeld interaction is violated,
especially since it was experimentally shown that subatomic particles are aﬀected
even in the complete absence of any ﬁelds, and that such experimental phenomena
are not limited only to photons. To understand this phenomena, an elucidation is
required here. The wave equation outside a magnetic ﬁeld region (in cylindrical





































am = arbitrary constant,
bm = arbitrary constant,
Jm+α(kr) = Bessel function in a general fractional order (dependent on φ).
Asymptotic behavior is shown when α = n + 12 . When solutions are matched
at r = R, only Bessell functions of positive order will remain, when approaches 0
(R→ 0).






(25) am = (−i)|m+α|.
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Now in order to obtain an exact solution for the problem of a scattering particle
(electron) beam by a magnetic ﬁeld in the limit where the magnetic ﬁeld region
tends to a zero radius, while the total ﬂux remains ﬁxed, two unique cases must be
solved. To solve the ﬁrst case, where α = n, the single-valued wave function is
(26) ψ = e−ikxe−iαθ,
when
α = integer.
Via direct diﬀerentiation, ψ = e−ikxe−iαθ, is a solution. To solve the second case











J(n+ 12 )(r) = a closed trigonometric function.
The above function vanishes on the line θ = π. The single-valued function pre-
sented here is a permissible solution of Schrodinger’s Equation. The interference
between the two beams of particles evidently depends on the following phase dif-
ference
(28) (S1 − S2)/ = (e/c)
∫
A · dx = (e/c)φ0,
where
A = vector potential.
2. Conclusion
Scalar potentials are signiﬁcant here in that a particle such as an electron or
photon can be aﬀected by such aforesaid electromagnetic scalar potentials, even
where all inﬂuencing ﬁeld vanish in a multiply connected region of space, thereby
violating known relativistic theories of local ﬁeld interaction. The scalar potential
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can aﬀect both interference pattern and momentum as well. The scalar potentials
are the fundamental physical entities that are eﬀective, while the ﬁelds are math-
ematically derived via diﬀerentiation. The scalar potentials constitute compelling
evidence of nonlocal eﬀects, whereby particle information is supraluminally trans-
mitted across both time and space via such scalar potentials, even in the complete
absence of inﬂuencing ﬁelds. Such supraluminal phenomena violates Einstein’s lo-
cal ﬁeld interaction theory to the greatest and most profound degree possible. The
nonlocal eﬀect exhibited by photon particle correlations between modes of a sin-
gle continuum does indeed stand outside the limits of Einstein’s theory regarding
continuous, nonsingular ﬁelds. Moreover, relativity theory is further jeopardized
by the existence in nature of cosmological anisotropy, whereby according to the
aforesaid anisotropy, space is non-uniform and the presently accepted speed of light
varies in diﬀerent parts of the universe. And because a photon particle itself was
detected at velocities 300 times the once accepted speed of light constant, there can
now be no question that Einstein’s relativity theory is incomplete and in error due
to the photon particle’s greatest violation of Einsteinian causality. Therefore, the
existence of scalar potentials and their eﬀects on particles such as the photon and
electron may very well explain the anomalous phenomena behind the EPR paired
photon correlation experiments, the ULS non-paired photon experiments by the
NEC, and the varying constants of light speed at diﬀerent points in space. The
author has proposed a new paradigm that contemplates a new physics. The theory
proposed here may very well be a new grand uniﬁed ﬁeld theory. And in the near
future, astronautical engineers and physicists may eventually exploit some of the
supraluminal characteristics for interstellar space travel.
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